DroidPilot Quick User Guide – Step3: Creating Actual Test Scripts

In the previous procedure article, we have successfully deployed the application(s) under
test. Next, let’s try to do a simple test script.
First, start the DroidPilot agent (Agent.apk) on the mobile device. If you installed multiple
applications on the device, just select any one of them:

Then Select [Start Agent], to start the intended application under test:
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Go back to the workstation desktop, start DroidPilot script editor (Script Designer). You will
be prompted to enter the activation e-mail address. If you don’t have it, register it at the
following webpage: http://www.droidpilot.com/freetrial_ch.aspx

When you enter the correct activation e-mail address, the DroidPilot application LOGO will
appear:
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This is the DroidPilot Designer user interface:

Before creating scripts, we need to create a new project:
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Then under the new project, create component(s). A project can contain more than one
component:

It will look like this after you create the project and component:

Before crawling interface objects for script recording, we need to establish connection with
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the mobile device. Open the menu>>Device Manager, enter the device IP address:

After you enter the IP address, Select [Connect]:
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Upon successful connection, you can now get the screen object. Select Component node
(note: for this operation to work, you must be selected Component node), and then use
the Ctrl+F2 (or right mouse-click to select [Obtain Object] or from the menu>>action drop
down and select [Obtain Object]. We recommend using the shortcut key because this
action will be commonly used):

After it acquired the object, you can see a screenshot of the device interface:

Then, we need to add the object to our Script Designer. You can select an object,
double-click the icon, or right-mouse click and select [Add to Script Designer]. Now the
object is added to the right of the Script Designer interface. You can choose the operation
on the object, such as “click, LongClick, input a value, scroll to, etc…:
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Each page needs to be crawled to capture the intended objects. The captured objects is
then stored in the left under the Component folder translated into activities (Activity). The
more interfaces in your target application, the more activities it will generate. Therefore, a
group of activities are suggested to be grouped into a Component. As to how you divide or
categorize the activity groups, it is suggested to look and base on the business logic of the
application under test. In principle, the same functionality activities should be placed in a
same Component group, unless there are too much/complex activities, you can consider
splitting them into more than one Component group.
Below, let’s go to the mobile device side and take a look on a case example of how we
crawl pages for objects.
Click select [App] here and go to the next step:
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From here, select[Activity] to capture the intended objects:
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Then select [Animation]:
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Select [Fade in] for custom animation:
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This page screen allows you to fill the value of a text box, check-select [Checkbox 1], and
then scroll down:
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Here point to open the drop-down box [Mercury]:
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Note: this pop-up dialog box object needs to be captured also. Selected the second radio
button [Venus]:
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Repeat the above steps to capture a few more object pages (any pages you choose), the
scripts will appear in the Designer like this (Does the script look “long” or “complicated”? I
don’t think so.  ):
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Script Designer outputs and generate simple scripts (select button, fill-in value, verification
points, etc.). If you want to add more complex judgment logic, such as “If...Else statement,
you can apply it afterwards to the generated script. After all, we are only at the preliminary
design stage. You can do a lot more…
Now, let’s go back to the Component folder in Script Designer (Note: this operation needs
to be done at the Component folder icon NOT at the activities level), you can choose to
use the shortcut “Ctrl + F1 key” or the right-mouse click button to create the script, a
pop-up dialog box will appear, enter a name for the script:

Generated scripts will look like this：
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Now, we can edit the generated scripts. During script editing, you will notice a very
powerful and useful feature in our Script Designer is the syntax tips & hints feature.
Finally, the long awaited step: executing the scripts. Let’s see if the scripts we generated
will run successfully? Selected the script (Note: this step must point and select a script to
run), use the shortcut keys Ctrl+F3 or right-mouse click to select [Running] to execute the
script. This is an execution progress bar below:

During the waiting period of the execution in progress, you can watch the progress bar if
that is not too boring for you, you can also be observing the execution screens on the
physical mobile device. Even when you are in the script editor, you can see the
corresponding interface reactions. Even more cool is that each line of the script will
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highlighted!

After the script finished running, results will be displayed automatically. Each step has a
detailed record (default is a collapsed in view, you can use the * key to expand all steps)
for easy detailed viewing of the results:

Well… Now you want to try it out, right? We welcome you to visit our official website to
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download the latest version of DroidPilot for a free trial:
http://droidpilot.com/freetrial_en.aspx
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